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The performance of solid-state quantum sensors based on electronic spin defects is often limited by the
presence of environmental spin impurities that cause decoherence. A promising approach to improve these
quantum sensors is to convert environment spins into useful resources for sensing, in particular, entangled
states. However, the sensitivity enhancement that can be achieved from entangled states is limited by
experimental constraints, such as control errors, decoherence, and time overheads. Here we experimentally
demonstrate the eﬃcient use of an unknown electronic spin defect in the proximity of a nitrogen-vacancy
center in diamond to achieve both an entangled quantum sensor and a quantum memory for readout. We
show that, whereas entanglement alone does not provide an enhancement in sensitivity, combining both
entanglement and repetitive readout achieves an enhancement in performance over the use of a single-spin
sensor, and more broadly we discuss regimes where sensitivity could be enhanced. Our results critically
highlight the challenges in improving quantum sensors using entangled states of electronic spins, while
providing an important benchmark in the quest for entanglement-assisted metrology.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.12.044047
I. INTRODUCTION
Precision measurement of weak magnetic ﬁelds at the
atomic scale is enabling alternative applications in the
physical and life sciences [1–3]. Electronic spin defects
in solids with spin-dependent optical transitions are con-
trollable quantum systems particularly suitable for such
applications. In quantum sensing, a challenge is to increase
the sensitivity of spin sensors by taking advantage of
their intrinsic quantum nature [4,5] to realize, e.g., spin-
squeezed states [6–8] or entangled states [9] of n spins,
which, in the absence of limits imposed by decoherence,
can in principle provide a gain in sensitivity up to
√
n over
the use of n independent spins [10,11]. This gain in sensi-
tivity is also expected when the sensing time is limited not
by decoherence, but rather by external factors, such as is
often the case in ac magnetometry experiments where the
frequency of the measured ﬁeld sets the acquisition time.
Achieving such a quantum enhancement in sensitiv-
ity, especially under realistic physical conditions, requires
accessing ensembles of interacting spins that can be
eﬃciently initialized, manipulated, and readout, as well as
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robustly prepared in entangled states with long coherence
times. Magnetic sensing experiments with entangled states
of electronic spins in solids have been so far prevented by
the diﬃculty of accessing strongly coupled spin systems
that can be selectively addressed and robustly protected
against the detrimental inﬂuence of environmental defects
on their coherence and charge-state properties.
Here, we explore an environment-assisted approach to
quantum-enhanced sensing based on exploiting electronic
spins in the environment of a well-characterized spin
sensor [12,13], such as those associated with crystalline
defects [14–18], surface spins [19,20], and paramagnetic
labels [21,22]. Besides increasing the number of sensing
spins, combining diverse spin species enables distributing
sensing tasks, e.g., for implementing multimodal sensing
schemes where the primary spin is used for state prepara-
tion and readout, while auxiliary spins are used for sensing
and storage. This approach bears resemblance to mixed-
species quantum logic with trapped atomic ions [23,24],
where an auxiliary ion is used to cool, prepare, and readout
the state of another ion, which in turn serves the role of a
memory or a spectroscopic probe.
In particular, we investigate two strategies that could
yield a quantum enhancement in sensing with the same
qubit resource: (1) entanglement to improve its sensitivity
to the parameter of interest, as well as (2) repetitive readout
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to increase the readout eﬃciency. We identify a regime
of spin-coupling strengths and entanglement decoherence
rates for which entanglement provides an enhancement
during sensing, even in the presence of control errors. We
further take advantage of the fact that the proximal spin
is robust against optical illumination to perform repeti-
tive quantum measurements of its spin state to increase
the readout eﬃciency. This last step is important to obtain
a gain in performance, due to the large time overheads
that generating and reading out entangled states introduce.
Our results critically highlight the challenges of exploit-
ing entanglement as a mean to achieve an enhancement
in quantum sensing when accounting for the unavoidable
increase in decoherence, control imperfections, and time
overheads.
II. QUANTUM CONTROL
We ﬁrst develop coherent control techniques required to
convert environmental spin defects into resources for sens-
ing. While our control techniques are broadly applicable,
here we demonstrate them on a system comprising two
electronic spins, a single nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) center
and a proximal electron-nuclear spin defect (X) in diamond
[Figs. 1(a)–1(c)]. The goal is to demonstrate the essential
tools for environment-enhanced metrology, that is, initial-
ization, control, and readout of the environmental (X) spin
via the N-V spin, as well as generation and characterization
of quantum correlations, which are known to contribute to
quantum enhancement in metrology.
The X defect is an environmental spin defect, with elec-
tronic spin-1/2 and nuclear spin-1/2, whose hyperﬁne and
dipolar interaction tensors have been recently character-
ized [18]. A beneﬁcial feature of this defect is that its spin
state is not signiﬁcantly perturbed by the N-V optical read-
out (with a T1 > 270 μs under laser illumination), enabling
its use as a memory to perform repetitive quantum mea-
surements. All experiments are performed at room temper-
ature with a static magnetic ﬁeld of 205.2(1) G aligned
along the molecular axis of the N-V center. Both N-V and X
spins are coherently controlled using resonant microwave
pulses with a Rabi frequency of 1 MHz delivered through a
coplanar waveguide. We drive the N-V |0〉 and |−1〉 levels
that we map to a qubit with states |0〉 and |1〉, respectively.
We address only one of the two hyperﬁne transitions of the
X spin to reduce control errors introduced when simultane-
ously driving both hyperﬁne transitions; further technical
improvements in our radio-frequency pulse delivery sys-
tem should enable mitigating such unwanted crosstalk.
Because the X nuclear spin is unpolarized, addressing only
one hyperﬁne transition halves the signal contrast. We
renormalize the signal to this maximum contrast (by sub-
tracting its baseline and multiplying by two), but analyze
the performance of our approach for both an unpolarized
and a fully polarized X nuclear spin.
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FIG. 1. Environment-assisted quantum-enhanced sensing.
(a)–(c) Circuit, pulse sequence, and experimental system for
sensing magnetic ﬁelds with a mixed entangled state of two
electronic spins associated with a N-V center and an electron-
nuclear spin defect (X) in diamond. The two spins are polarized
with a dissipative channel χ acting on the N-V spin (green laser
pulse) and a coherent spin-exchange gate between the N-V and X
spins (cross-polarization sequence). A mixed entangled state ρ,
prepared with an entangling gate (cross-polarization sequence),
acquires a coherent phase φ = φN-V + φX = 2φ, upon interact-
ing with a sinusoidal magnetic ﬁeld b(t), which is then mapped
as a population diﬀerence onto both the N-V and X spins (cross-
polarization sequence) and readout by performing a projective
measurement on the N-V spin (green laser pulse) and a series
of m repetitive measurements on the X spin (recoupled spin-
echo sequence). Resonant microwave pulses selectively drive
the N-V and X spins, whereas green laser pulses excite the N-V
spin for polarization and readout, while leaving the X spin unaf-
fected. The phase of the pulses of the disentangling gate can be
incremented at a constant rate to modulate the readout signal.
(d)–(f) The spectrally mismatched spins are continuously driven
at the Hartmann-Hahn matching condition, |N-V| = |X|, to
induce coherent spin exchange at the dipolar coupling strength
d = 58(4) kHz with a decay time of T1ρ = 132(11) μs.
A. State initialization via polarization transfer
Because the X spin, as many other environment spins,
lacks a physical mechanism for state preparation, we
initialize it by transferring polarization from the N-V
spin using a Hartmann-Hahn cross-polarization (HHCP)
sequence [25,26], during which both N-V and X spins are
continuously driven at the same Rabi frequency, N-V =
−X [Fig. 1(d)]. In the rotating frame the states |0, 0〉 and
|1, 1〉 have the same energy [Fig. 1(e)], enabling coher-
ent spin exchange at the dipolar coupling strength d =
58(4) kHz between the N-V and X spins, as observed
in Fig. 1(f) after initializing the N-V and X spins in the
|0, 0〉 state. We use the same cross-polarization sequence
with an appropriate choice of driving phases to implement
both polarization transfer gates (SWAP, |00〉 → |11〉) and
entangling gates [
√
iSWAP, |00〉 → (|00〉 ± i|11〉)/√2] to
prepare and detect two-spin coherence for sensing [27].
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FIG. 2. Quantum control. (a) The increase in contrast of the cross-polarization signal after N = 0 (circle), N = 1 (triangle), and
N = 3 (square) rounds of polarization transfer indicates an increase in X-spin polarization from 14(3)% to 76(3)% and 94(6)%,
respectively. (b) The coherent oscillations of the signal measured after applying the entangling and disentangling gates indicate the
preparation and detection of two-spin coherence with a contrast of 85(3)%. The phases of the pulses of the disentangling gate are
modulated at 500 and 250 kHz for the N-V and X spins, such that the signal oscillates at 751(2) kHz, the sum of both frequencies.
(c) The decay of the spin-echo signal (purple diamonds) for the mixed entangled state corresponds to a two-spin decoherence rate
of 2 = 36(4) kHz, which is consistent with the sum of the decoherence rates for the N-V spin [blue triangles, N-V2 = 22(1) kHz]
and X spin [not shown, X2 = 15(2) kHz]. The coherent modulation is generated by incrementing the phase of the pulses of the
disentangling gate rather than applying an external magnetic ﬁeld. (d) Cumulative magnetometry signal measured for a sensing time
of τ = 19 μs using m = 0 (light purple diamonds) to m = 9 (dark purple diamonds) repetitive measurements of the X spin. The
cumulative signal is normalized to the maximum amplitude of the magnetometry signal measured without repetitive measurements
(m = 0). The cumulative signal contrast increases by a factor of 4.2 after m = 9 repetitive measurements, providing an increase in
signal-to-noise ratio of 1.91(8) using optimal weights.
Using the HHCP sequence for a spin-exchange time
of τHHCP = 8.6 μs after a green-laser initialization pulse,
we perform N rounds of polarization transfer [Fig. 2(a)].
The contrast of the cross-polarization signal increases from
49(3)% (N = 0) to 82(3)% (N = 1) and 88(4)% (N = 3),
corresponding to an increase in X-spin polarization from
14(3)% to 76(3)% and 94(6)%, respectively. Because of
the trade-oﬀ between increasing polarization and reducing
time overheads, we perform all of our experiments after a
single round of polarization transfer.
B. Entanglement generation and characterization
To generate entanglement between the spins, we then
implement an entangling gate using the HHCP sequence
for half the spin-exchange time of τHHCP/2 = 4.3 μs
[Fig. 2(b)]. Due to control imperfections in this maximally
entangling gate and imperfect state preparation, we can
only generate a mixed entangled state ρ [28]. Even if
this is not the pure Bell entangled state, |±〉 = (|00〉 ±
i|11〉)/√2, ρ has nonzero two-spin coherence in the sub-
space spanned by the Bell states, C = σxσy + σyσx, more
speciﬁcally, tr (ρC) = 0.85(3) in each X-nuclear spin
manifold, as determined by a parity measurement (see
Appendix). Though such mixed states are unavoidable due
to control errors, they still prove to be useful to increase
the precession rate of the two-spin sensor.
We characterize the two-spin coherence by converting it
back into a population diﬀerence of the N-V spin using a
modulated disentangling gate; we modulate the phases of
the pulses of the cross-polarization sequence acting on the
N-V and X spins at 500 and 250 kHz to impart coherent
oscillations at the sum of both frequencies [29,30], simu-
lating the evolution of two-spin coherence in the presence
of a static magnetic ﬁeld. As expected, the signal oscillates
at 751(2) kHz, the sum of both frequencies, and the sig-
nal contrast is 85(3)%, consistent with the value measured
after a single round of polarization transfer [Fig. 2(b)].
We further measure the coherence time of the single-
spin and two-spin states [Fig. 2(c)] using a spin-echo
sequence with decoupling pulses applied simultaneously
to both N-V and X spins. The coherence signal is ﬁt-
ted to S(τ ) ∝ e−(2 τ)p , where 2 is the decoherence rate
and p ≈ 1.6 is the decay exponent. We measure N-V2 =
22(1) kHz, X2 = 15(2) kHz, and 2 = 36(4) kHz, such
that the decoherence rate of the two-spin state is consis-
tent with the sum of the decoherence rates of the N-V and
X spins, 2 = N-V2 + X2 . The N-V and X spins expe-
rience diﬀerent magnetic environments, such that X2 <
N-V2 , which is beneﬁcial for achieving a gain in sensitivity
using environmental spin defects.
C. Repetitive readout
We ﬁnally demonstrate repetitive readout of the X spin
via the N-V spin and show that the use of the X spin is
beneﬁcial for achieving an enhancement in the readout
eﬃciency, given its resilience to optical illumination.
To measure the population state of the X spin, we can
coherently map it onto the state of the N-V spin, e.g.,
using a SWAP gate implemented using a cross-polarization
sequence, as done for the experiments in Figs. 2(a)
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and 2(c), or correlate it with the state of the N-V spin, e.g.,
using a controlled NOT gate implemented using a recoupled
spin-echo sequence, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Conversely,
we can improve the N-V spin readout by exploiting the X
spin as a quantum memory, storing the desired information
onto its state: as the X spin is stable under optical illumina-
tion, we can repeat multiple times the mapping and readout
steps to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the readout
signal [31,32].
Our approach has advantages over similar techniques
exploiting nuclear spin ancillae [31,32]: not only the opti-
cally stable electronic spin is more robust than the nitro-
gen nuclear spin in the regime of low and intermediate
static magnetic ﬁelds, but our strategy can be extended to
optically addressable defects that, in contrast to the N-V
centers, do not possess an intrinsic nuclear spin. Funda-
mentally, we demonstrate that the same resources used for
sensing can also enhance the central sensor readout.
In the current experiment with a single electronic spin
ancilla, the amplitude of the optimally weighted cumu-
lative signal obtained for a magnetometry experiment at
τ = 19 μs increases by a factor of 4.2 after m = 9 addi-
tional repetitive measurements, providing an improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio of 1.91(8) [Fig. 2(d)]. We note that
the number of repetitive measurements that provides an
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio is not limited by the
intrinsic relaxation of the X spin, but by imperfections in
the gate used for the mapping. These results illustrate the
advantage of working with environmental spins that are
robust against optical illumination in such a way that they
can be used as both quantum sensors for sensing mag-
netic ﬁelds and quantum memories whose state can be
repetitively measured.
III. MAGNETIC FIELD SENSING
We now focus on the problem of estimating the ampli-
tude of an external time-varying magnetic ﬁeld whose
temporal proﬁle is known, here a sinusoidal ﬁeld b(t) =
b sin (2πνt). We sample the ﬁeld with a phase-matched
spin-echo sequence of duration τ = 1/ν with decoupling
pulses applied simultaneously on both spins. The aver-
age signal expected for n maximally entangled spins,
which we assume are all equally coupled to the ﬁeld, is
given by Sn(τ ) ∝ αn(τ ) sin[νn(τ )b], where νn(τ ) = nγefˆ τ
is the precession rate of the interferometric signal, γe =
2π 2.8 MHz is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electronic
spin, and fˆ ≤ 2/π is a scaling factor quantifying the
overlap between the sinusoidal ﬁeld and the spin-echo
sequence, with the equality held when the sinusoidal ﬁeld
and sampling sequence are phase matched [1,33–35].
We measure the magnetometry signal by sweeping the
amplitude of the sinusoidal ﬁeld [Fig. 3(a)] for sensing
times τ = 2, 10, and 19 μs. The signal shows coherent
oscillations with the two-spin state precessing at twice the
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FIG. 3. Magnetic sensing. (a) Magnetometry signal measured
with a single N-V spin (blue triangles) and a mixed entangled
state of two spins (purple diamonds) obtained by varying the
amplitude of a sinusoidal magnetic ﬁeld for a sensing time of
τ = 10 μs. The two-spin state precesses at twice the rate as
the single-spin state. The sensitivity is proportional to the slope
(dash lines) of the sinusoidal ﬁt (solid curves). The magne-
tometry signal for the N-V spin has been inverted for clarity.
(b) The decrease in contrast of the magnetometry signal (normal-
ized amplitude) for the single-spin state (blue triangles) and the
two-spin state (purple diamonds) measured for a sensing time of
τ = 2, 10, and 19 μs is explained by decoherence during sensing
(solid curves, which are ﬁts to the echo decays in Fig. 2). The
nominal loss in amplitude, αN-V0 = 96(3)% and α0 = 78(6)%, is
instead explained by dissipation and unitary control errors.
rate of the single-spin state. The relative diﬀerence in sig-
nal contrast is explained by decoherence during sensing
and control errors [Fig. 3(b)]. Indeed, the decrease in sig-
nal amplitude satisﬁes αn(τ ) = αn0e−(
n
2 τ)
pn , where n2 and
pn are the coherence parameters for n-spin states measured
from independent spin-echo experiments [Fig. 2(c)]. We
estimate a nominal amplitude of αN-V0 = 96(3)% and α0 =
78(6)% for the single-spin and two-spin states, resulting
from ineﬃciencies during state preparation and readout
caused by dissipation and unitary control errors.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We can now quantify the enhancement in performance
achieved when sensing time-varying magnetic ﬁelds with
an additional electronic spin, taking advantage of entan-
glement to increase the magnetic moment of the quan-
tum sensor and repetitive readout to increase the readout
eﬃciency.
To quantify the performance of the sensing protocol, the
relevant ﬁgure of merit is the smallest amplitude of the
magnetic ﬁeld that can be measured by the n-spin sensor,
δbn = σSn/|dSn(τ )/db|, (1)
where σSn is the standard deviation of the magnetometry
signal and dSn(τ )/db = αn(τ )νn(τ ) is the maximum slope
of the magnetometry signal [Fig. 3(a)]. In practice, one is
often interested in the smallest amplitude of the magnetic
ﬁeld that can be measured in a ﬁxed time, which we deﬁne
as the sensitivity
η = δb
√
T, (2)
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where T = M (τ + τO) is the total experimental time for
M measurements with a sensing time τ and time over-
heads τO.
To quantify the enhancement in δbn that can be achieved
when sensing with n spins instead of one we deﬁne the gain
in performance as
gn(τ ) = δb1(τ )/δbn(τ ). (3)
The gain in performance exceeds unity when the n-spin
state outperforms the single-spin state and it is upper
bounded by the maximum gain in performance achieved
in the absence of decoherence and control errors, i.e.,
g ≤ n if utilizing (n − 1) spin ancillas as sensors only.
In our experiment, the gain in performance is given
by g(τ) = |α(τ)ν(τ)|/|αN-V(τ )νN-V(τ )| ≤ 2. Here we
safely assume that the signal uncertainty σS is the same
for the single-spin and two-spin sensing cases, as for both
cases the signal is obtained by measuring the same N-V and
is limited by shot noise. The gain in performance is rele-
vant in many scenarios, such as when the experiment can
only be repeated for a ﬁxed number of times due to exter-
nal constraints on the duration or triggering of the magnetic
waveform.
When instead time is an important resource, one can
account for the increase in time overheads by deﬁning the
gain in sensitivity as
g˜n(τ ) = gn(τ )hn(τ ), (4)
which quantiﬁes the enhancement in the smallest ampli-
tude of the magnetic ﬁeld that can be achieved when
sensing with n spins instead of one in a ﬁxed time. Here
gn(τ ) is the gain in performance deﬁned above, and hn(τ )
is the relative time overheads needed to implement an n-
spin protocol with more complex control requirements.
We note that while hn(τ ) increases with τ (as the relative
importance of time overheads decreases), g(τ ) typically
decreases with time, due to the faster decoherence of entan-
gled states, g(τ ) ∝ e−(12τ)p1 /e−(n2τ)pn . We thus generally
expect to ﬁnd an optimal sensing time where the gain in
sensitivity is maximum and can exceed unity. In our exper-
iment, h(τ) =
√
(τ + τN-V)/(τ + τN-V + τ), where τ is
the sensing time, τN-V = 5.7 μs, and τ = 21 μs, which
includes the additional time needed for state initialization,
entanglement generation, and state readout, and scales
inversely with the dipolar coupling strength.
A. Environmental spin as a sensor
Our performance analysis results [Fig. 4(a)] show
that, despite the twofold increase in precession rate,
|ν(τ)/νN-V(τ )| = 2 when using a mixed entangled state
of two spins, the relative amplitude of the magnetome-
try signal is less than half, |α(τ)/αN-V(τ )| ≤ 1/2 due to
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FIG. 4. Performance analysis. (a) Gain in performance (pur-
ple diamonds) and gain in sensitivity (green squares) measured
for diﬀerent sensing times before and after accounting for time
overheads. Solid lines are extrapolated values estimated using
our decoherence model. The expected gain in performance for a
fully polarized X nuclear spin (dashed purple line) is greater than
unity for up to approximately 25 μs, but is less than unity for all
times when accounting for time overheads (dashed green line).
(b) Using the X spin as a memory for repetitive measurements
improves the performance. The measured gain in performance
(purple solid diamonds) before accounting for time overheads
surpasses unity after m = 6 repetitive measurements and reaches
a maximum of g = 1.06(4) after m = 9 repetitive measurements.
The measured gain in sensitivity maximizes to g˜ = 0.55(2) when
accounting for time overheads (green solid squares); however,
the extrapolated gain in sensitivity for a fully polarized X nuclear
spin achieves a maximum gain of g˜ = 1.10 after m = 6 repeti-
tive measurements. (c) Maximum gain in sensitivity achievable
(dashed contour lines) for diﬀerent values of the dipolar cou-
pling strengths and relative decay rates of the two-spin system
used for sensing. We assume a fully polarized X nuclear spin, but
use the control errors and N-V coherence time measured experi-
mentally. Without repetitive measurements, our two-spin system
(purple diamond) lies outside the region where it outperforms a
single spin (gain in performance g > 1, dark green region). With
repetitive measurements (solid contour curves), the increase in
signal-to-noise ratio, even after accounting for additional time
overheads, shifts the boundary of the region of favorable perfor-
mance, g > 1 (light green region), such that our two-spin system
lies within it.
control errors, such that the use of entanglement does not
provide a gain in performance and thus does not provide
a gain in sensitivity. However, extrapolating our data to
the case where we would use a fully polarized X nuclear
spin or simultaneously drive both hyperﬁne transitions, we
predict a gain in performance greater than unity for up
to τ ≈ 25 μs. Still, when accounting for time overheads,
there exists no sensing time for which a gain in sensitivity
is achievable, unless our control imperfections are reduced
by at least 8%.
These results illustrate the fundamental trade-oﬀ
between increasing the number of spins and increasing
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control errors, decoherence rates, and time overheads. One
approach to achieving a gain in sensitivity would be to
improve the ﬁdelity of our control operations or to look
for a spin system with more favorable parameters. For
instance, our simulation results illustrated in Fig. 4(c)
show that, assuming the same level of control errors, a
proximal spin defect with either stronger dipolar coupling
d  75 kHz (reducing time overheads) or smaller decoher-
ence rate, X2 /
N-V
2  0.4 (increasing signal contrast at a
given τ ), is suﬃcient to achieve a gain in sensitivity using
entanglement alone.
B. Environmental spin as memory
To further improve the enhancement in performance, we
exploit the X spin as a memory that can store information
about the measured ﬁeld. The stored information can then
be repetitively measured akin to quantum nondemolition
measurement [36]. This approach results in an increased
signal-to-noise ratio SNR(m) after m repetitive measure-
ments and an upper bound for the gain in performance
of n SNR(m). In our case, repetitive readout is enabled
by the fact that, even at low static magnetic ﬁelds, the X
spin is unperturbed by the optical pulse used to perform
a projective measurement on the N-V spin, providing an
advantage over other ancillary spin systems such as nitro-
gen nuclear spins or nitrogen substitutional impurities (P1
centers). In addition, going beyond the typical repetitive
readout scheme [31,32], we take advantage of the fact that
our disentangling gate maps the magnetic ﬁeld-dependent
phase as a population diﬀerence on both the N-V and X
spins. This provides a signiﬁcant advantage, as it bypasses
the need for an additional mapping operation, reducing
both time overheads and the loss in signal contrast caused
by control errors.
Using repetitive measurements of the X spins after
sensing, we experimentally observe a twofold maximum
increase in SNR at both τ = 2 and 19 μs, such that a gain
in performance is achieved for the entire coherence time of
the two-spin sensor. For sensing experiments at τ = 19 μs
[Fig. 4(b)], we achieve a gain in performance greater than
unity after m = 6 repetitive readout measurements with a
maximum of grr = 1.06(4) after m = 9 repetitive measure-
ments. When accounting for the increased time overheads,
using τ → τ + (m − 1)τrr with τrr = 6.1 μs, the gain in
sensitivity maximizes to g˜rr = 0.55(2) after m = 7 mea-
surements when driving only one hyperﬁne transition of
the unpolarized X nuclear spin. We, however, expect to
reach g˜rr = 1.10(4) for a fully polarized X nuclear spin
or by driving both hyperﬁne transitions. Further gains in
sensitivity could be achieved by accessing more strongly
coupled spin systems with longer coherence times [see
Fig. 4(c)], and reducing control errors, e.g., using optimal
control techniques [37].
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we demonstrate an approach to quantum-
enhanced sensing using entangled states of electronic spins
by converting electron-nuclear spin defects in the envi-
ronment of a single-spin sensor into useful resources
for sensing, serving both as quantum sensors and quan-
tum memories whose state can be repetitively measured.
This approach complements ongoing eﬀorts to improve
the performance of single-spin sensors, including meth-
ods to limit the concentration of spin impurities [38,39],
extend coherence times with quantum error correction
[40–43], increase the photon emission rate using Purcell
eﬀect methods [44–46], increase the collection eﬃciency
using nanophotonic structures [47,48], and increase the
readout eﬃciency using spin-to-charge conversion tech-
niques [49,50]. We emphasize that while our experimental
demonstration utilizes a previously unobserved spin sys-
tem (X), our approach to quantum-enhanced sensing, and
more generally to scaling up quantum registers, is appli-
cable to any spin system, in particular, environmental spin
defects with favorable coupling strengths and coherence
times. The techniques that we develop are universally
applicable to spin defects without a spin-dependent optical
transition in diamond, including bulk defects such as P1
centers, spin defects on the surface of diamond, and para-
magnetic labels in target molecules. These techniques can
also be extended to other central spin defects that might not
possess an intrinsic nuclear spin, such as silicon-vacancy
centers in diamond or defects in silicon carbide. The dual
use of a sensing spin as a memory bit would further require
that it does not depolarize under a readout operation. For
these general systems, we analyze parameter regimes that
can provide a gain in sensitivity.
We introduce coherent control techniques to initialize
and repetitively readout an electronic spin defect, as well
as to create an entangled state with two-spin coherence. We
exploit these techniques to achieve a gain in performance
in sensing time-varying magnetic ﬁelds and predict a gain
in sensitivity for a fully polarized X nuclear spin, which
is within experimental reach. The achieved gain in per-
formance is signiﬁcant for sensing applications where the
magnetic waveform can only be triggered for a ﬁnite num-
ber of times or where the repetition time is much larger
than the experiment time, such that time overheads are
not limiting the acquisition rate. Still, we ﬁnd that com-
monly encountered challenges associated with increased
control errors, faster decoherence of entangled states, and
additional time overheads limit the enhancement in per-
formance achieved with entanglement alone. In particular,
the additional time required for initialization, control and
readout of the entangled state is especially deleterious, a
practical fact often overlooked that our study helps high-
lighting. To at least partially overcome these challenges,
we demonstrate that the environmental spin defect, which
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is resilient to optical illumination, can serve a dual role,
not only acting as a magnetic ﬁeld sensor, but also as a
quantum memory, enabling repetitive readout of its spin
state.
Finally, our results demonstrate that, despite the
increased complexity and fragility, quantum-control proto-
cols can turn electronic spin defects in the environment of
a single-spin sensor, usually considered as noise sources,
into useful resources for realizing quantum-enhanced sens-
ing. Further improvements in quantum control, such as
optimal control techniques to improve gate ﬁdelities [37],
and materials properties, e.g., to deterministically create
conﬁned ensembles of interacting spin defects with slower
decoherence rates and stronger coupling strengths, should
enable achieving magnetic sensing beyond the standard
quantum limit using electronic spin sensors.
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APPENDIX: PHASE MODULATION OF THE
MIXED ENTANGLED STATE
In order to characterize the mixed entangled state ρ
and the two-spin quantum coherence created we modu-
late the state with σz rotations prior to mapping it onto
a population of the N-V spin. The mapping is achieved
by performing the entangling gate Ue =
√
iSWAP, imple-
mented by a HHCP sequence as explained in the main text,
as this gate is eﬀective in disentangling the two spins. More
precisely, the disentangling gate allows a mapping from the
two-spin coherences present in the mixed entangled state,
C = σxσy + σyσx, to the measurable observable, σN-Vz :
UeσN-Vz U
†
e = 12 (C + σN-Vz − σXz ). Note that the two-spin
coherences can be thought to arise from a combination of
the two Bell states |±〉, C = |+〉 〈+| − |−〉 〈−|.
To extract the amplitude of C only, we exploit the fact
that only this terms oscillates at twice the rate under a
rotation around (σN-Vz + σXz ). To implement such Z rota-
tion we borrow a technique from magnetic resonance
(also exploited in the original Ramsey experiment), where
the control gate phases are modulated. Since any driving
around an axis at an angle φ in the x-y plane can be writ-
ten as eiθ(σx cosφ+σy sinφ) = eiφσz eiθσx e−iφσz , rotating all the
phases of the driving ﬁelds implementing the disentangling
gate Ue corresponds to applying an additional Z rotation
prior to it (we note that the ﬁnal Z rotation prior to detec-
tion has no eﬀect on the chosen observable and can be
dropped).
In the experiments shown in Fig. 2(b), we apply a phase
shift to the disentangling gate proportional to the time
elapsed during the spin echo and with eﬀective rates of 500
and 250 kHz for the N-V and X spins, such that the sig-
nal oscillates at 751(2) kHz, the sum of both frequencies.
From the (normalized) amplitude of the oscillating part of
the signal we can extract the amplitude of the C coher-
ences to be 85(3)% in each nuclear spin manifold (that is,
0.43(2), when taking into account that the X nuclear spin
is unpolarized).
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